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This is something like what really happened 
to the young Christopher Bruce many years 
ago. At age 11 he went to visit a local ballet 
school, because he wanted to strengthen2 
his legs for playing football. “My first 
lesson was 20 minutes of acrobatics, 
then 20 minutes of tap dancing3, then 
20 minutes of ballet,” he remembers. 

If you think Mr Bruce’s story is similar 
to the fictional film Billy Eliot, you’re right. 
Just like the father in the film, Mr Bruce’s 
father decided his children could be dancers 
because he didn’t want them to have to work 
in the coal mines4.

And just like the fictional Billy Eliot, 
Mr Bruce never told his schoolmates that he 
was taking ballet lessons. Ballet lessons! For 
a boy? “I was afraid I would be bullied5,” 
he says today. “But I was surprised. When 
they found out I was dancing, they were only 
confused6 and surprised.” 

Mr Bruce danced many lead roles on stages 
all over the world, and then began creating his 
own dances as a choreographer. His career has 
earned him many outstanding awards. 

Today the now-world-famous ballet 
dancer and choreographer is almost 
70 years old. But he’s in Prague for the Czech 
premiere of his three short dances, “At the 
Crossroads”, “Moonshine”, and “Rooster”. 

The three contemporary dances, under the 
name “Moonshine,” were performed as part 
of the National Theatre Ballet season. 

It turns out that choosing a career in ballet 
for a boy wasn’t such a crazy idea, after all.
Mary Matz (USA)

The “Moonshine” dances will be repeated 
on December 1, 6, and 7, 2011. You 
can find more information on the website 
www.narodni-divadlo.cz. 

Imagine: You’re 11 years old, it’s 11 pm, 
and you’re sound asleep. Suddenly, your 
dad wakes you up and gets you out of 
bed. “How’d you like to be a dancer 
when you grow up?” “OK, sure, dad,” 
you say. “Now can I go back to bed?”

Ballet lessons for a boy!? 

V o c a b u l a r y
1 to be sound asleep [@"sli;p] – tvrdě spát
2 to strengthen ["streNT(@)n] – posílit
3 tap dancing ["dA;nsIN] – stepování
4 coal mines [k@Ul] – uhelné doly
5 to bully ["bUli] – šikanovat
6 confused [k@n"fju;z@d] – zmatený

MANLY DANCING 

Christopher Bruce

From the performance “At the Crossroads”


